
Invitation O-Požáry SMIK
Accompanying orienteering race with migrating controls on a shortened course

Date: 5.7.2022
Organizer: OK Kamenice, z. s.
Race centre: meadow near the village of Kamenný Přívoz, https://mapy.cz/s/cubefukaho
Categories: H (men), D (women), K (children born in 2010 and later)
Map: Migrující Požáry, 1:10 000, E = 5m, author Roman Horký 2021, partial revision 2022, ISOM
2017-2, maps will be waterproofed
Terrain: identical to O-Požáry stage races

Timetable distribution: self-service collection from 15:30 at the event office
Distribution of maps: 16:55 at the start
Please note: static controls will be used for the race and will not migrate in the forest. Each control will
therefore have its own specific code. Each control will be listed in the timetable along with its code, which
will be on the control unit in the forest and the time range when the box is active. For example: 36A, 112,
0-13. Check carefully that you are punching the control  within the correct time range, if you accidentally
punch the control  before it is opened, you must repeat the punch after the unit is open (within the time
range).
The organizer reserves the right to place or collect inactive controls during the event. However, there will
always be a control unit in place during the active time slot.

Start: mass start at 17:00, map distribution 5 minutes before the start
Time limit: 45 minutes
Finish close: 18:00
Distances: Event center - start: up to 2 km will be marked with flags

Finish - assembly area: up to 2 km will be marked with flags

Registration:
1. term 19.6.2022 then to the number of available maps in person at the presentation
Entry fee: 1st term 100 CZK (cat. K 50 CZK), on the spot 150 CZK (cat. K 75 CZK)

Payments: all fees should be paid by wire transfer to the bank account OK Kamenice 2201340123/2010
(IBAN: CZ80 2010 0000 0022 0134 0123; BIC (SWIFT): FIOBCZPPXXX). As a variable symbol, please
indicate the club number according to the CSOS 2022 directory, in case of unregistered, the registration



abbreviation (number) of the club from the registration confirmation, or the date of registration in the form
7DDMMYYYY.
Unregistered/foreign competitors must make payment by 21.6.2022, in case of not receiving payment by
this date they may not be included in the start list. Registered competitors in CSOS shall make payment
by 22.6.2022.

Event office: together with the event office of the multi-day competition O-Požáry, from 8.30 to 9.30 in
the race center + 15:30-16:30 on the day of the race.
Punch system: SPORTident, card readout at the event center, SI units will be in contact mode; in case
of a non-functioning SI unit at the control, the competitor punches mechanically anywhere on the map.
Regulations: the race is run according to the current SMIK rules: http://safka.eu/smik/prav.htm
Principle: Controls will be drawn on the race map in three different colors (see header image):
purple - 1 point
blue - 2 points
green - 3 points
Each of the controls has 3 positions in which it is located during the race, the positions are marked A, B,
C. The competitor will only get point(s) for the control if he/she punches it in the correct position at the
correct time. The time windows when the control is active in which position are marked in the timetable.
Punching a control outside its active time or in a different position is not scored. A competitor can get
points only once for each control, so if he has already punched control 32A at the correct time, he will not
get another point if he checks control 32C at the correct time.

A competitor will be penalized for finishing after the time limit of 45 minutes according to the following
sequence:
45:01 - 45:59: 1 penalty point
time 46:00 - 46:59: 1+2 penalty points
time 47:00 - 47:59: 1+2+3 penalty points
Time 48:00 - 48:59: 1+2+3+4 penalty points
...

For SMIK beginners, we recommend studying the map and timetable of controls from the last SMIK
World Championship in 2021: http://www.safka.eu/smik/akt.htm

Organization:
Race Director: Adam Hájek
Course setter: Adam Hájek (R3)
Head referee: Lukáš Kettner (R3)
Protests: deposit 400 CZK directly to head referee Lukáš Kettner, k.lukas15@seznam.cz

The result of the race does not count towards  the overall results of the multi-day races.
In case of less than 20 competitors, which we hope will not happen, the organizer reserves the right to
cancel the race.

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION AND PHOTOGRAPHING (GDPR) . During the event, news
photographs will be taken to inform the public about the race, etc. in accordance with Section 89 of Act
No. 89/2012 Coll., Civil Code. In addition, photographs may be taken for the personal use of the
competitors (as a memory of the race, for the promotion of the orienteering club), especially of the prize
giving ceremony and the finish line. In case you do not agree to be photographed, please notify the
photographer explicitly.

http://safka.eu/smik/prav.htm
http://www.safka.eu/smik/akt.htm

